SOPHIA HIA PRACTITIONER WORKSHOP
MARCH 7-8, 2016
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Please join us!
The HIA Practitioner Workshop (formerly HIA of the Americas) is intended for current practitioners of Health Impact Assessment interested in strategic field building. Attendees at the two-day workshop will learn and share ideas through presentations, and further the practice of HIA in small working groups.

Past workshops have resulted in the development of materials including:
- Minimum Elements and Practice Standards for HIA
- Best Practices in Stakeholder Engagement
- Equity Metrics for HIA Practice

Please visit the SOPHIA website to see materials from the 2014 HIA of the Americas Workshop.

Registration
Workshop participants should have some direct experience in conducting HIA. Attendees will commit participating in working groups that conduct field-building activities during and after the meeting. Registration is limited to 100 participants.

Please visit the SOPHIA website to register today:
http://hiasociety.org/?page_id=833